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                                                  Augusta          Jany  14th 1862

  Dear Leo

                Yrs of the 8th is received.  I agree with you as to the R J B
I am glad you have been so prompt in the Lubeck business.  I am one of
the N E  Committee we have reported in part and have drafted a set of
resolutions. They are nothing more than an assertion of abstract principles in
which we all accord –  The report had been signed by every member of the
Committee-  The most important resolution is substantially this –
First Maine cannot consent to have her territory alienated on the
recommendation of a foreign power –  there is nothing in our resolutions
which militates with the rightful exercise of power in the U S ––
I do not consider the U S under the slightest obligation to agree to
the recommendation of the King of the Netherlands – The reasons are
obvious  I will not therefore take time & paper in detailing them- Not
considering the U S under obligations I hope they will not agree to
it - and that the subject may be held open for future negotiation
We have now ascertained what England wants and at any time
we may obtain to the extent now awarded we may gain
by negotiation we cannot lose and by adopting this course the
storm is averted for the present-  We are here in a great ferment
occasioned by the article in the Argus of the 6th  referred to in
my last-  which has been followed up in that of the 13 -  Jo
to P P- mad he ought to be put under guardianship the democratic
members of the Legislature if I mistake not will speak in
a voice of Thunder – The guard must be put down instantes



or the party will receive an injury beyond redemption -  If P
thinks that there are those who are for shoving him ought of
the way I do not wonder that he feels sore but I have no
idea of any man however exalted his talents arrogating
to himself the sole direction - We the people are not puppets
to be operated upon by every political aspirant if
we are our Republican institutions are based on sand
The Athenian voted against Aristides because he could not bear
that only one man in the city should be denominated  Just
much less can we bear that any man should arrogate
              to
that title ^ himself -  I feel that I am a looker on here
in Venice - that I stand aloof & independent of any factions
which may exist in the party - I enter not into their quarrels
but I cannot stand idly by and see those who ought
to stand shoulder to shoulder endangering the great
Interests we have at stake by their bickerings for
offices – I feel that we the people are the masters
and that we have a right to command peace
among our servants - The Argus began and it is
my feeling that the Argus must be stopped or the Argus
will be put down - In what I have said you
will understand me to express my own sentiments
uninfluenced by any ones and you know that I have



always considered my own feelings as a tolerable faithful
barometer of the sentiments of a great majority of the
honest politicians of the country   Without relying
             entirely
however ^ on this barometer I have heard but one
opinion expressed by our democratick friends who
have not the slightest sympathy with those understood
to be denounced excepting as that sympathy may have
been excited by the course of the Argus - My opinion is that
P has cut his own throat and has d––d his chance
for the Senate –
                                               Yr’s  ever
                                                        Charles Jarvis


